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Lincoln LaPaz

METEORITICS IN
THE SOUTHWEST
"?

. ~.. HE G RAN D CA NY 0 N

isgenerallyregarded-a.sthemost
.~
impressive single feat~re ~fthe. ~icture~ue Southwestern.
landscape. From the scientific point ofV1ew, however, even
this eighth wonder of the geomorphological world must share its
high place with another and far less widely ~publicizedtopo
graphiC feature of this region, namely, the giant Barringer l.Iete- .
orite Crater located, like the Canyon, in the state of Arizona.
The mountain-levelling torrents of precipitation that washed
down the constituent materials of the wide gamut of strata now
exposed in the Grand Canyon, the earth convulsions in the
Veronnet zone that determined the course of the Canyon through
these sedimentary beds, and the later 'ddespread crustal move-me.nts that shaped its maturer form.....all these belonged lOa
period of our planet·s history which will not again be repeated.
They were part of the one-way evolution of a developing planet
and are no more lik-ely to reappear and threaten the "race of mankind than the vanished dinosaurs. On the contrary, the dangers
forcibly suggested by tbegreat meteorite scar know neither temporal nor spatial bOunds, for at any moment and on any scale,
cosmic masse's like .the one tllat blasted out the Arizona' Crater
may plunge tbrougbthe tenuous, aerial armor of the earth and
bring devastation to its inhabitants. The hazards incident to the
creation of the Canyon appertained to an epoch more remote than
26g
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that of even the ea.rliest fossil man; but such earth-shaking meteorite impacts as excavated the Crater arc and will remain an ever
present danger to Ilomo sapiens and to the most remote of his
descendants.
Small wonder then that meteoritics, once the neglected stepchild ofastronomy. received an enormous accession in importance
throughD. ?\I'. Barringer's inspired and courageous identification
of the feature that now ~ars his name as a meteorite-impact
crater and not a mere "steam blowout.tt If to the stimulating prC$ence of the first of all craters recognized as of meteoritic origin be
added such factors as the favorable conditions for the observation,
the preservation, and the recovery of meteorites supplied by the
cloudless, arid climate and dry root-free I terrain. of the SOuthwest; the organization in this region two decades ago of the first
meteoritical society by Dr. Frederick C. Leonard~ of U.C.L.A.;
the establishment in the same area of military installations like
\Vhite Sands Proving Ground, charged with successfully maneu~
vering rockets and other guided missiles through the veryatmospheric strata traversed by the meteorites on their way down to
earth; and, finally, the founding in 1944 at the University of New
l\fexico of the Institute of l\feteoritics. the first scientific organization, at least in the English-spea~ngworld, devoted to meteoritical research-if these be added, it is not difficult to understand
why the Soutbwest is one of the centers of modern meteoritics.
The other most active center seems to be the Academy of Science
of the U.S.S.R., a nation shocked into taking an interest in
meteoritics by the occurrence within its boundaries in 1908 of
the first crater-producing meteorite impact of recorded history,
and thereafter quick to sense the military. significance of this
newest branch of the oldest science, astronomy.
The fundamental importance not only of ascertaining the
structure and composition of the meteorites (the only tangible

.
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moisture and the sap in roots give false signals on 5ensith-e meteorite detecton
and, bence, seriously interfere with the search fOT buried meteorites.
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.71
samples of the extraterrestrial universe .availablefor·.study) '"
but a)sa of detenn~ing t!teplace,mode, and time ofodgin.of
?lETEORITfcs IN-

TH~

SQUTHWES-T.

these bodies and,sin<:eBarringcF$ discoYety~ 9f'investigating the '.
effects of their infall upop the,carth Was recognized long ago by
scientists working in the most diversenelds. However» to flnd,not
onlydte scientific men but a substantial proportion of theentite
population as keenlyconcemed aboutmeteorsanameteontes
as is tr~e in Russia, is a novelty and cannot fail to arouse the envy of meteoriticists of other nations.
. Perha}l$ the only kind word that can besaid about such a scien..
tific heresy as Immanuel Velikovsky'swidely pub!icized.1"eCcnt
book, Worlds in Collision (1950)i.isthat it will serve to focus the
atte~tionof English-~peaking laymen on the hazardsofmeteoX'ite
,impact and may thertbyarouse more general interest in meteor..
itia. However,_ the oblivion into which theprotor.ype ()~ Velikovsky's book-Ignatius Donnelly's Ragnarolt.-The A-geolFire
and Gravel .(1883) - has fallen would seem todemonstrate that
the stimulating effect of such sen~tional books, while· initially
violent, is quite transient. To arouse a universal and permanent
interest in meteoritics, more successful procedure$would seem
-to be to acquaint the general public with such indelible earth
scars as the Barringer .Crater and the many smaller· meteorite
craters more recently discovered in WIdely scanered portions of
the globe; or to explain to our citizenry why in this atomic age
individual and even national survival may depend on.the abiliW
speedily to distinguish between,meteoric and man..madefirebalb.
as Dr. Louis Ridenour, of the University of Illinois, pointed out
'several years ago in the brief security-free era separating World
\Var II from 11.+. '!ennyson's ubeardedmeteor:'once ~ thing
of beauty, may now/annoy forever, in spite of Keats' dictUm to
the connary.
The reader will doubtless have inferred that meteoritics is
concerned with the meteors and the meteorites. Let us examine
somewhat more closely the subject ~atter, the fun~ental
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notions, and the ttnninology of this science. If one were to judge
by the illustrations appearing in the textbooks of astronomy, the '
<sole eleD!ents of the cosmos would seem to be luminous objectsthe nebula~ the stars, the planets and their satellites. Actually, a
large part-possibly the greater part-of the matter in our uni.. ~
verse is nonluminous1 and occurs in aggregations ranging down. ward in size from the dark stars to impalpable dust. By means of ~
what might be described as the girl-dancing-with-an-invisible-man
effect, dIe most massive of these nonluminous bodies have been
detected by their dynamical reactions on luminous objects, as in
the case of the invisible components of certain multiple-star'
,systems. The most minute nonluminous particles may, in toto,
become perceptible if they cluster closely enough together to
reHect the radiation of the sun-as in the Zodiacal Light and the
Gegenschein-or to cut off the light of more distant stars-as in
the Case of the so-called "obscuring clouds" in the ~filky \Vay.
Nonluminous bodies either too small to belong in the first of
these categories (although they may weigh billions of tons) or too
widely separated to belong in the second (although they may
,number in the trillions), remain undetected by the terrestrial
observer unless they happen to collide with and penetrate int~
the atmosphere of the earth. The individual solid bodies comprised in the not too sharply delimited range of undetectability
are now generally called meteorites, although some audlorities
have presented cogent reasons for designating the largest such
bodies as asteroids or planetoids; and all meteoriticists at one time
or another depart from strict usage and lump the teeming "smallfry" together under dIe designation meteoritic dust.
\Vhen meteorites collide with the atmosphere, luminous phenomena of several varieties and degrees of intensity develop. If
the material invading the atmosphere consists of swarms of the
finest dust particles, then faindy luminous clouds (HoUmeister
lVolken) appear in the nighttime sky. The next grade of cosmic
dust particles (coarser and less numerous) produce individual
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light paths in the dark $ky)~but,these are $() faint as to be' visible~, .'
only with optical aid"whenee thenatn~ Htelesc:opicmet¢()t$." SuD , ~-~
coarser and lessnumerous (osmic grains produce transient tumi.. ,
"\,
,
nous paths, .eadibriglj.t ,enough lobe, visible to the" naked. eye.
The technical term for suchalumino~phen()rneno-ni$meteor,a
word .borrow~ &om the Greekst Who used-it, however, ina less
specialized. sense. The naniej'sho.otirigstar,'!. which is much. more
commonly used than "meteor,"· is a flagrant misnomer, i" -e•• a
shooting star is not at all a distant sun in rapid mati-on"Roughly
speaking, a shooting stat appears" in theattnosphere when a
swiftIymoving cosmic particle becomes heated by air resistance
to such a temperature.as to be renderedseif..luminous.This rough
statement gives but little insight ~ntothe complicated· process
which prOduces a meteor. It is highly probable that there ate
at least two stages in this process:'a first, and invisible, 'low demit,
stage in which the air molecules strike directly upon theunpl'O-'
tectedsurface of the S<?lid cosmic particle-like drops of
spattering on an astrodome. The. heat generated by such direct
impacts at velocities of the order of ten to fifty or more mile$ a
second soon volatilizes the sUPerficiall~yersof the solid particle
and the vapor developed forms a proteetinginstantaneous micro..
atmosphere around the particle. thus greatly increasing its effective size. In the second, or /ligll density, stage farther down in
the atmosphere, the vastly more numerous collisions.between this
expanding, swiftly moving complex of solid, liquid) and .gaseous
matter and the innumerable air molecules rapidly transform the
kinetic energy of the complex into other forms of energy-notably
those represented by ionization. heat and radiation. Part of the
radiation thus developed is in the visiblepor~ionofthespectrum
and, as a result, the moving complex at last bctcomes visible to the
terrestrial observer and merits the name mele-or•
•
From this dry technical explanation of wbat a meteor is, let
us turn, lVhitman-like, to observation of these interesting objects
themselves. A few nights spent in watching the matchlessly dear
'.
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skies of the Southwest will disclose that the number of meteors
seen perhoul"ranges £rom eight-to twenty or more and varies with
the position of the observer relative to the direction of the orbital
motion of the earth, which isalways tOVt"ard a point on.the ecliptic
ninety degrees west of the sun. Roughly speaking, we may say
that in the eatlyevening an observer sees only those meteorites
which overtake the earth, while in tile early morning he sees all
the meteorites wbich the earth meets or overtakes. The situation
is analogous to that of a train moving through a cosmic snowstorm. At sunset the observer is Tiding, so to speak, on the rear
obsen"ation platform and relatively few flakes strike his face.
At sunrise he is riding on the cowcatcher and is tItoroughly-plastered-with flakes, of COUISe.
~fore extended observations will show that the hourly rate o'f
meteors varies not only with tlte time of night;_ but also with
the season of the year. sometimes attaining values of a hundred
or more per hour during the Perseid, Orionid, Leonid. and
Geminid meteor showers, which occur during the last half of each
year. To understand the nature of these showers and the reason
for the names assigned to them, it will only be necessary to
recall the beautiful 5~tacle beheld by all dwellers in the cloudless Southwest on the night of October 9, 1946. a date when we
less fortunate inhabitants of the rest of the United States were shut
off from the heavens by heavy unbroken overcast. Soon after dusk
on that day, the sky was seen to be literally filled with brilliant
meteors. To better appreciate the intensity of this meteoric
cloudburst, it may be pointed out that to be photographed, even
with the best modern equipment, a rapidly moving meteor must
be quite bright. Since, on the av.erage, far less than one meteor
per night satisfies this condition, it is clear why photography is of
so much less value in meteoritics titan in other branches of
astronomy. In spite of their photogenic disabilities, the meteon
of October 9. 1946. fell in such multitudes that at the peak of the
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.display over Albuquerquethe hourly rate of ~ose briglltenough .
to be photographedexceededathousandJ
The casual watcher-of this spte~lar 'c~lestiar display may'
have believed that the innumerable meteorsjtravmedthe dy in "
every direction; but the careful. observer ~.n.noted that each
one of the myriad meteorsm~ved inapatij,which, if extended
backward, passed near the star. Nu, in the ~onstelIa:Hon Draco.
The point marked by this stariSca11ed the ilppaf'ent'.,adicultof
the meteormowerof Octoberg and beeausei~ lies in Draco,theJe
metean are often caned. Draconids, or more pt:eci$ely Nu-ilra;.
conids.ln the sallie way, showers with radiantpoints.intbecott..
$tellations of Leo, Perseus, Orion, and ' Gemini" are termed
Leonids, Pemeids. Orioni~, and Geminids. respectively. It re·
mains only to explain whythemetcoh ,seen during a shower all
, ,seem to emanate &omthe same point or apparent tadiant.The
explanation is simple.' Such shower metcon have been found to'
be produced by me.teorites moving in: very nearly the Wneorbits
as one 01' another of the periodic comets (if inde~theydonol '
in their totality make up these comets).· .}Jence,tbe arcs of
the orbital paths of these meteoritesincluded~anysmalIvolum.e
of space, such as that swept out by the earth during the fewho~t$ _
duration of a meteor shower, are nearly parallelcurves.Conse.. quently. the very short subarcs ·of these meteorite paths which
become visible to us as meteors are almost:exactly parallel straight
line segments and, as such, appear toconCUl. This appearance is
merely the effect of perspective, as is the apparent convergence of
the tails of a railroad track in the.distance or of the slender
beams of sunlight passing through rents in a cloud veil to form
the spectacle often mistakenly referred to as "the sun drawing up
water."
.
For the great majority of the cosmic particles that chance to
collide with our atmospher~during either a beavy meteor shower
or the light sprinkle of an ordinary night. the duration of visi- .

'.
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bilityof die resulting meteor isless than half a second, i. e., within
that brief time the invading meteoritic substance is completely
volatilized. Proper appreciation of the handicap thus placed on
the meteor observer will go a long way toward dispelling the distrust o~ meteoritics engendered in some minds by the astrono·
mer's, ability to predict eclipses with the certainty of wars and
taxes, while the meteoritidsl either makes no predictions at allor,
if he hazards a forecast of a meteor shower, does so with an eye
on an alibi. The situations confronting the two scientists stand
in dIe sharpest contrast: on the one hand, dIe lunar dlCOry which
supplies the means of making eclipse calculations has bcenelaborated on the basis of countless accurate measurements of the
position of the moon in the sky carried out with every refinement
possible in observations made at leisure by astronomers of this
and past generati~ns. On the other hand, the meteorites as we
have seen are-not visible to an observer at all until they are actn·
ally evaporating in their final swift rush through the atmosphere.
As they fall lvidlout warning and their'period of visibility endures
on the average less than half a second, it is clear that the numerical
data furnished the dleorist in the field of meteoric astronomy is
obtained by unwarned observers making measurements on ex·
ceedingly transient objects which have never been seen before
and will never be seen again. It is little wonder diat great diffi·
culty is experienced in computing from data secured under such
circumstances die position and behavior of groups of meteoritic
particles as yet unseen by anyone; and die problem is further com..
plicated by die differential perturbations· which the massive
planets exercise on widely' scattered aggregations of meteorites
which are held together but feebly by the weak gravitational
attraction of the group on its members.
A second inference is to be drawn from the rapidity of meteoritic ablation alluded to in the last paragraph, namely, that unless
the extra-atmospheric mass of the invading meteorite is consider·
able~ there is no possibility that an appreciable fraction of it will
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survive the fiery ordeal of transit througbtheatmospbere andfaU .as a solid mass op. the surface of the eanh. lfeteors are the .
luminous shavings produced when meteorites -.pass-:tJttougb the'
atmospheric planing mill. Like p1anks~~e solid m~teotites' .'
emerge from this experience greatly reduced in size.. If they are .
quite small to begin with-as are most of.the meteorites in interplanetary space-then nothing endures to ~pe from the atn1o$phere. Indee~, it has been estimated that,
th~ average, ~ot
more than a thousand of the hundreds of billions of meteorites
that annually bombard the earth-actually drop solidsurvivor5f?n
the land surface of the globe. As for the giants among met~rite$,
thosewhose masses at impact with thegrollnd are to be measured
in thousands or even in millions -of tons, one of mankind'smost
providential (and least realized) blessings is their very low.average
rate of infall per century. Neverthele5$, twice in the last half
century maeto-meteQrite falls have devastated large but, for'\'
tunately, very thinly populated regions of the earth.
.
Itseems advisable to prefaceconsideration o£'thealmost incred..
ible destructive effects produced by thefallofsucb giant meteor...
ites by first examining the phenomena incident to the _infaU
of more typical cosmic intrUders. \Ve choose to illustrate such
smaller scale but still quite impressive phenomena by giving an
account of the meteoriteshower-of February 18~ 194-8. Thischoice
is dictated not alone by the remarkable nature of the 'specitnens_
which the Institute of ~feteoritics recovered
. from this shower
(they now serve as the type-stones of a new"class of meteorites)
and their reCord-breaking size (the main mass -of the shower.
which is now on display at the Institute~is atoncethe large.ststony
meteorite-so far-recovered anywhere .inthe wo~lttandthe largest
meteorite ofaily type ever observed to fall).; but also, by ,the wish
to make clear the desirabilityof~ and. indeed thenecessir.y for.
carryingon publicity campaigns in connection with field searches
for fallen meteorites.
A little reflection surely will convince any reasonable person

on
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that meteorite hunting~ unlike pure matheinaticst 'cannot be
conducted with profit solely by publidty...sby individuals comfortably seato! in annchairs. Uplike the bacteriologist, who can
brew up bis cultures at will' in a convenient laboratory. the
meteoriticist is dependent on specimens that fall so widelyseparated in space and time (and usually in such hellishly out-of-the- way and inaccessible spots) that without the assistance of a widely
distributed network of interestedand helpful ,·oluntary observers
none of them would be recovered. In meteoritics as in perhaps no
other science. further progress depends on the intelligent CO'
-operation of the layman, that fortunate individual destined
because of his. ubiquitousness not only to witness all meteorites
yet to fall, but also. sooner or later, to stumble on all those that
have a,Iready fallen. If he can be properly interested and instrUcted, his efforts will preserve for science information and
materials which otherwise would be lost irrevocably. As will
become apparent in the sequel, the Institute's success in locating
and recovering the meteorite that fell on February 18, 1948, is
directly traceable to its having conducted educational campaigns
by way of press and radio, thereby. establishing friendly and
mutually profitable relations with large numbers of military personnel and civilians.
At 4:56 p. m. CST on the date in question, the appearance of a
large and brilliant fireball startled the inhabitants of eastern New
~fexico and the adjoining Great Plains region. Two hours later,
shortly before 6:00 p. m. MST, an account of the light and sound
phenomena that accompanied the fall of this object reached the
Institute through the alertness of Lieutenant R. E. Young, then
a member of the New l\fexico \Ving of the Civil Air Patrol. AItbough the initial reports described the fireball as an airplane
falling in flames, Lieutenant Young, who had earlier received precisely the same description of the great meteorite fall of October
80, 1947, in the Four Comers region of New l\fexico, Arizona,
Colorado, and Utah, correctly sensed that the reports of February
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)8 probably also related to a meteorite :fal}; ~ridre1ayed them to
the Institute as they were received at Kit'tland Field ill: Albuquerque over theC.A.p.communicationsn~twork. \Vithinafew days,
mqch additional information-was ~uredvia theG.A.P.whose
network wu made available thronghthe courteous futercstof
llajor Charles L. PhUlips,-then A.F~~C.A.P.1iai$On oflkerat Kirtland. \Vhile the value to meteoritiC$of$~chCOOpetation.from
the military cannot be overestimated, it is also clear tbatC.A.P.-,
and similar ·units profit by panidpating in meteorite hunts, for
the circumstances attending the search for meteorites are in many
respects analogous to those encountered in airforce $earch :and
rescue work and resenible even tnoreclosely those ~that will arise
when the United States has occasion todefend itsel~against attack
by rockets and oth~rguidedmissiles•.
In addition to the data secur~ through C.A.P.andother mili·
tary channels, .helpful reports came in from persons either alerted"
by the Institute in connection with earlier field sUn'cys or inter..
estedin the' problem of locating the fallen ·meteoritet through
the large .amount of publicity given to attention-provokingrc..
leases on the fireball of February IS> kindly prepared by Dr.G.
\Vard Fenley, Director of the Public Information Office at
the University of New Mexico. There thus became available so
many concordant observations for the determination nEthe arel
in which lines of sight to the point of disappearance of the fire..
ball intersected that by March 8 i~ was possible to calculate with
a considerable degree of confidence the location of the elliptical
"strewn-field" where the meteorites -feU' (Figure 1). Although
blizzards prevented themst expeditiOll to this area; sent out from '
the Institute on ?\Iarch 24 under' the leadership of Douglas M..
Gragg, from searching this strewn.field, a~ondexpedition led
by the writer had better luck, and on April 28 began to recover
meteorites in the designated area. These discoveries raised interest in the meteorites to a white heat and soon it was po$sible to
look in almost any direction and perceive.farmer. or-their wives
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FIG. I. Locality of the meteorite fall of February 18,

1948. A·L is the horizontal
projection of the path of the meteorite. The insert abo,"e is the venical projection of the path from A to L EI and E: are points where "explosions" or
disruptions of the falling meteorite occurred. The arrows indicate observed
directions of first appearance, A, dotted; of first explosion, EI , dash-dot; of
second explosion, ~. dashed; and impact, L. solid. The elliptical area
5urrounding L is the provisional search area determined on March 3 by the
Imtilute of Meteoritics. Numbers on the arrows serve to identify the persons
responsible for the plotted lines of sigbL
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and children plodding slowly atrOS$ thefields,closelycutitlit- ".
lng the ground at their feet. Larger and larger finds w~emade, .
, culminating in the disCovery on August 1{), 1948. of the hugenneton main mass of the fall, whichhadburiedi~lf inaconi~a1
impact funnel six feet wide at the top and more than ten feet
deep. This record-breakitlgmw was excavated by the Institute,
of ~feteoriticsan~ ~e .Unh*mity of Nebraska, which had joiri~y
aCquir~ possession of the stone from lfiSsHelen lVbitney. of
Cambridge, Nebraska, owner of the laltd'
which it fell. No . '
doubt this main maS$,like hundred$ofotherspecimens. rtco'Vered,
from the shower~ would have been donat~ to the scientific illsti~
tution responsible for discovery of 'the .•<strewn-field" .had not
a commercial meteorite-eoUector cchornedinu on the proceedings .
and attempt~ to acquire title to the Whitney meteorite. This '
collector was, finally outbid by a combination of the' Universities
of New Mexico and Nebraska, but only after a hurried 'I9ng-dis'tance appeal for'financial assistance had been made to Tom t.
Popejoy. lVithout PresidentPopejoy'sproinpt ,and understand..
ing support. months of labor would have gone fOr naught anddle '
most valuable meteorite so far seen to fall would have been lost
to science.
The meteorites recovered· from the,showerof-February~8,
1948, were at once recognized as of .superlative scientific, imPQr- '
tance for several reasons. Almost all of the meteorites so far found
are classifiable into three main groups, .namely.. the irons., the .
iron-stonesl and the cllondri#c stony meteorites. SpeciIl1e~ from
the first group closely resemble fragments Qf such a niCkel-iron
COTe as the earth is now believed to possess; those of the second
group present many similarities to fragment$ of suchan intermediate zone of silicate minerals with· a' generous admixture of
nickei-iron as is thought to surround the core of the earth; and, . ,
finally, the chondrites resemble instrncture andcomposition ~g.
ments of the nickel-iron sprinkled silicate layers which m;t.ke up
the deeper-lying portions of the earth's crust. Guided by such '

on
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evidence, the French meteoritidsu, BoiMC and lleunier"long ago
conjectured that all meteorites are simply fragments of a single
body-the so-called Umeteorite-planetU -in size and. constitution
much like the earth, which bad been shattered to bits by some
celestial catastrophe. In December, 1947, Dr.. Harrison Brown,
of the Institute for Nuclear Studies of the University of Chicago
and the Argonne National Laboratory, was awarded the Amen. can Association for the Advancement of Science prize for a
·-notable contribution to $ciencett as a result of discoveries made
by him which strongly supported this "meteorite-planet theory.
lVhile this theory therefore seems at the present moment to be
better founded than any of the several other comPeting explanations of the prigin of the meteorites, additional diTect evidence
favorable to it is, nevertheless, urgently desired. Since we have
only indirect evidence regarding the composition of, and the
physical processes~curring in, the deePer-lying portions of our
own globe. we cannot hope to secure the required direct evidence
from study of dIe irons, the iron-stones and the chondrites, for
these meteorites, by hyPOthesis, reHect conditions that existed at a
level in the meteorite-planet corresponding to the inaccessible
interior regions of the earth. Our only hope is to find meteorites
which may reasonably be regarded as coming from a zone so near
dte surface of the meteorite-planet that the corresponding zone
in the earth is sufficiently accessible for its cbaracteristics to have
been ascertained. Consideration is thus limited to certain rare
stony meteorites, the so-called achondrites, which for chemical
and other reasoJ1S' are surmised to have been derived from the
outermost silicate zone of the meteorite planet, a zone whose terrestrial analog has, at least in part, been exposed tQ the direct
scrutiny of scientists. The meteorites recovered from the February
18 shower not only turned out to be of dIe rare achondritic type;
but, moreover, showed in slickensided surfaces, in abnormal
development of cleavage, in highly strained glassy enstatite phenocrysts, and in certain other peculiarities, unmistakable evidence
CC
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ofhaving been subjected.ttl such dynamic .metamorphbmais.
known to have occurred in the detpe$t layer" ottbe eatth·$ .~$t.
accessible.to study and which may therefore legitimately be pre..
sumed also to have operated in the 'cotTespondibg lithospheric
layers of the meteorite-·'.:
planet•. It is not tooJnuch
to say that the stones
1£01t
•
which fell in KansUand·
co..
L1...1'
Nebraska on February "8~
MOUI£4t.
1948, have supplied more
K......
direct evidence of the destructio~ of some pre-ex..
isting planet to form the
lEO 1
·.EOI
meteorites than has been
IT.' ••
..~u
provided byall of the other achondritic falls in his-----~+-------..
.. a.
z i
tory.
~I
In order to insure exIEC II
lEO .,
G~
haustive recovery· of the
z 111
•
Q
!
scientifically invaluable
g
~
Kansas·~ebraska achon..
- - I 1 - - - - - c 1 - - - - - -.......
drites and to collect as
IS"'5
• OIlY.S
-n
•
....0...
much information as pos.
e$O
17 atf IEC II
sible concerning the phe..
Iro.1 .
It
nom,ena that accompanied .
their arrival on the earth,
the Institute sent five ex~
peditions into the area of
faU. These expeditions
drove over ten thousand FIG. I. Distribution of recovered fragments of
the Norton County, Kansas-Ful'llaS County,
miles, recovered hundreds Nebraska,
meteorltefall of February 1.8, 1948•
.of fragments of. the price.. No. 18, the l!o-p<lund meteorite. No•.19, the
less but ultrafriable ach- Jooo-pound meteorite. The utire area
shown here is in the lower left quadrant ,of
ondriticmaterial, and in- the elliptical search area shown in Figure 1.
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terviewed countless eyewitnesses of the great meteorite shower..
On the ~is of these interviews,. of transit measures made from
the e~ct spots where observers had cringed during the tumultuous inWI of themeteorites, and of an instrumental survey of the
entire region of fall, it becamepo5Sible to prepare a map mowing
the distribution of the major meteorite recoveries (Figure I)·; to
construct a centtal zenith projection of the celestial sphere deter-

,
~"

-

mining tbe apparent radiant of dIe fireball (Figure 8) ; and to
derive a fairly complete picture of what was experienced by those

•

FIG. S. Graphical deri\'1ltion of the :apparent radi:ant, R, of the fireball of
FeblUOlty 18, 1948. from a zenith'projection of the celesti:al sphere. The
radiant. R, had an altitude of soQ and :an llZimuth, measured from the south,
of .7 Q •
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185,

fortunate (or unfortunate) -.enough to witness the gi'eatestof tIt '
known stony meteorite mowers.'
Only a: brief summaryofa few of these unusual. Jtartling, and,
in one case" fatal~ experiences can be presented here..At 4:55'p.m"
on February 18. 1948. ~ Orville 1-filDning and her son. Ralph
De\Vester. were walking through 'the ba£kyardof the headquar...
ters building on the huge ?tfcKinley Ranch in Norton Connty.
Kansas. T'wenty miles west and south of'this Ranch,.• convales.cent 'shell-shocked veteran. was loading fodder on the iann of '
'VO J. Yoho. A few miles south of the YohoS, Creta CarterI'll years"
old, of Jennings, Kansas, was stretching on tiptoe to reach a
clothesline built for adults. Some ten inileseastofthe l\.fcKiriley
Ranch, thematched bay maresof J;>aleSeverns· favorite teamwere
grazing quie~y inthe pasture that had beentbeir h0niC for many
yeat'$. Less than a minute later, Mrs. lIaoning and Ralph, petri~
fied with astonishment, were gazing upwardatari'angrys boiliog'
cloud, streaked with reddish flame, that had suddenlyblossoroed'
out in the clear blue sky, and all around them the a\r' was filled
with unearthly whizzing sounds; on the Yoho farro,1the veteran
crouched in a state of collapse, while a cannonading louder than
any he had endured in Europe beat do~ from abOve; in Jen.
nings, tiny Creta, although frightened byabrilliantfirebaUthat
had almost blinded her and by earth"sl1aking tbu!lder that followed its ftight across the s~y, was yet self.possessed enough to
mark carefully where this fireball had disappeared behind one of
the town buildings, thus providing one of the best of azimuth
determinations reported to the Institute; and, on the ~vems'
farm, ·"the bay mares trapped on~eirsidesbetween theprecipi.
tous walls ofa narrow muddy gully into which they had blundered
while racing desperately away from the deafening noise, were
pawing blindly toward suffocation.."

all

consult Lincoln LaPaz~ "Norton. Kansas. Meteor:' Science Illustr.ted.
Vol. S. No. u, NoveI,'llber. IM8. andc'The Adlondritic Shower of february 18.
IM8." Publica'iofUo! the ~stronomiall Societ, .oJ the P.eific# Vol. fil. No. '5g,
April. 1949.
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.' In the towns of Norton~ Norcatur, and Obetlin~ Kansas, near
the impact ce.nte~.the noise and concussion were nothing les&
than terrifying! 'Thousandso£ penoDsdri,,-enoutdool'$ by the can·
nonade $lW, nigh over their headsl mushrooming douds compa~ed by many tothOSt that accompany atomic bomb explosions.
Few ofall these people actually AW the fireball whose flight across
the sky was the precursor of all the tumult that followed.. Unlike
Creta Carter, the average eyewitness- did not have his eyes turned
heavenward at the crucial instant. As a result, the most absurd

t'
t

If:
f

,;

'

..
f'

explanations of the "Norton incident" got intocirculation. It was
widely attributed to the eXplosion of an atomic warhead on a
rocket gone astray from '\Vhite Sands Proving Ground or fired
from an enemy cauqtry, and only dIe discovery of meteorites fin-'
ally put an end to such disturbing rumors. .
Dramatic as are-the reports given Institute personnel by those
who saw and heard the Kansas-Neb~ameteorites fall, they pale
into insignificance beside local accounts of the two great falls
that have occurred in Russia in the last half- century. Since the
startlingstories told by eyewitnesses of such large but by no means
'record-breaking falls will aid the reader to better picture what
really ,appalling effects were produced not only throughout the
Southwest, but also over the entire world when the greatest of all
known meteoritic projectiles plunged into the earth-target at
what is now the Barringer l\feteorite Crater in Arizona, it seems
worthwhile to give a briefsummary of the phenomena observedat
the tillie of one of the Russian falls, that of Podkamennaya Tunguska.1
. At eight o'clock in the morning of June 30, 1908, a fireball
brighter than the sun was seen in rapid flight from south-south- .
west to north-northeast by thousands of Siberians, some distant
hundreds of miles from the path of the falling meteOrite. At imon translatiom of. and critical commentaries on. the original trustworthy
Rwaian scientific pUblicatiom. See Lincoln LaPaz llnd A. Gerhard Wiens. Contributions 01 the Soddy for R~search on l\fdeorit~, Vol. I. No. I (1935). 19-39: Vol. I.
No. I (1936). 15-10; Vol. I, No., (1937). 19-~"; Vol I. NO.3 (1940). 103-116.

It &Jed
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pact ofthis body with theearth~a fieryvettic.al fountam,'COllowed
,by a huge dondot blackwokcJ tose to IUchgreat heigbt$ tha.t
'both were visible (rom :stations mote than mree bunc:lred~l. '

, away•. Sincequite<$imilar phenomena" ate observed in the case· of ,
',A-bomb expl~o~ it is~iblefrom~e convectivetheory'of :
risingatomic douds 10 make an ~tintate,oftlte eJ1eJ'gy~leasedl>y ,
the itnpattof the ,podkatnennaya'Tungu$kameteorite~iththe
earth. In this way~'the writer has reCently ptlculated that this

energy'Wasprobablyinexce$S,of10" .ergs imdnence greater than'
that released by the A·bombtest explosion ,near AlatnOgOrd6 on
July 16,. 1945. '(ThiscaIculation is only one of ,sevetat~ples
thatJnight begivep. to illustrate an interrelationbetween'uu:teor..
iuc and atomic phenomenawhicltprovides an ~xtellent reason
forestablishingmeteorltic research centet$Ul proximity-to atomic
, installations.)
,
Naturally,. the almost instantaneoUi"felease·ofsuch a 'V~quan..
tity of.energy by the Podkamennaya. Ttlnguska metcorite produced explosive andotherelfeas startling in the ettreme.,.More
than ~ightymillio~pine ,and larch trees growing ina.circular '

region of t:w<t'thousandsquaremiles concentri~with the itn~t.. ~
·area were blown down by the outrushingexplosion wave;,and
these trees~ which fe~l with tops direttedoutwarcl along lUies .
radiatingfromtheimpact-centet, werefOt.lild to haveexpedenCed
the same sort of continuous, uniform, supet!jcial cban:ingas was
later to be one ofthe mostcurious features observed onvegetation
destroyed by the transient but ultra-high temperature developed
in the central region of the A-bomb test in New Mexico.
The air-w~ve from the meteorite explosion spreading out beyond the region of blown down trees retained POWet enough to·
damage roofs and to break doofsand windows in the sina11 aU5- ~
sian trading post of Vanovata" m.ore .tbanforty miles from .the
point of impact. This same expanding ait-wavc registered itself
on all the barographs in Central Siberia and was recorded on the
microbarographs at several l}:nglish s~tions distant'motethan
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3500'miles. Similar1f~the earthquake generated by the impact
was violent enough to be recorded onseismograph$ thousands of
milelaway.
.
The effeet$ described in the last two paragraphs should give to
the scientist a dear quantitative picture of the enormous destruc.ti\·c power of the Podkamennaya Tun~sb meteorite fall; but
perbaps the general reader will find it easier to-gauge this power
from a brief account of the experiences of the Tunguse nomads
who were living in the Podkamennaya Tunguska region in June.
1908. The Tungusesraise herds of reindeer for the same manifold
purposes as our own Navajos raise flocks of sheep; a~o protect
their anJmals from the mosquitos, camp during the s6mmer on
as high ground as possible. Since precisely such elevated spots
caught the worst of the blast from the Podkamennaya Tunguska
fall, the Tunguses and their herds suffered greatly. Tho~sands of
tbe reindeer were destroyed,. only their charred carcasses remaining. The reindeer skin tents and other shelters of the nomads
were bumedup or-outside the region of thermal effects-were
blown down by the great pressure wave. To read the TunguS6t
st-orl~s of their own injurics and the dcstruction of the herds
which they subsistcd, of the fire that flew down from tbe sky and
charred their animals and melted up their samovars and other
precious· possessions. cannot fail to call to mind published accounts of the survivors of the Hiroshima combat-drop. Perhaps
the reader. noting again and again the remarkable similarity
between the 'phenomena incident to great meteorite faUs and
A-bomb explosions will offer up two fervent prayers: dle first.
that wbile international relations are strained to the breaking
point. no macro-meteorite will chance to drop in on our troubled
world; and the second. that never again while man inhabits the
earth will it be struck by a meteorite as large as the super-giant
that blasted out the most interesting and awe-inspiring topographic feature of the entire Southwest-the Arizona meteorite
crater.
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